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pumps, debris usually won't lock up
the pump because it is driven direc tly off the crankshaft, but it can damage or destroy the rotors.
Even if a pump doesn't fail, it loses
efficiency as it wears. Over time, the
effects of pumping unfiltered oil takes
a toll. Scratches and wear in the gears
and pump housing increase clearances and reduce pumping effi ciency.
The result is a gradual loss of oil flow
and oil pressure.
An oil prunp, by the way, does not
create oil pressure. It pushes oil from
one place to another. It is a positive
displacement pump that moves oil
every time it turns. Oil is incompressible so once it leaves the pump
it continues to flmv until it encounters resistance in the fIlter, oil gal-

leries and bearings. It's the resistance to flow that builds pressure in
the oil system. Trying to force oil
through a small opening is going to
create more resistance and pressure
than allowi ng it to pass freely
through a large opening.
A worn pump can't deliver the
same volume of oil as a new pump,
so with less flow there's a drop in oil
pressure.
As pressure starts to back up in
the oil system, it has to go somewhere. A spring-loaded " pressure
relief valve" built in the oil pump (or
next to the pump) opens when pressure exceeds a certain limit (typically 50 to 60 psi) and either reroutes
oil back into the pump's inlet or the
oil pan. This prevents a dangerous

Build better engines with a...

buildup of pressure that could rupture the oil fi lter or blowout press-fi t
oil plugs.
At idle, most oil pumps do not
produce enough flow to force open
the relief valve. Oil pumps that are
camshaft dliven only tum at half
engine speed so output isn't great at

Bottom side of oil pump with an
adjustable pressure relief valve.
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Go for the big

Crack repair can make you more S$$ than any other
senrice you provide.

Crack repair
for cylinder
heads and blocks
without welding

Thread repair inserts
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed to make repaired holes better than new
Heat treated for durability
Large enough to replace other inserts when they fail
Castmaster™ threads on the outside pull the crack
and surrounding material together
• Simply the best insert you'll ever use
• Many sizes and special applications available

DYNOmite™ Dynamometer
... from $9,995!
Visit www.land·and·sea.com or,
call 1·866·DYNOMITe for a free catalog.
,£dJ~':®~~· po Box 96, N. Salem, NH 03073
(603) 329-5645
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The only spark plug insert
made of aluminum for
aluminum cylinder heads.
They're hard anodized
and they won' t
come out.

C all 800-736-8261 for a

LOCK-N-STITCH Inc.
1015 S. SOderquist· Turlock CA 95380·800-736-8261
209-632-2345' Fax 209-632-1 740· www.locknstitch.com
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and low rpm. Even pumps that
crankshaft dri ven and turn at
ne speed (or double engine
:d in a few instances) don't pump
19h oil to overcome the relief
e spring. The relief valve generonl y comes into play at higher
s when the pump's output pushes
e oil into the system than it can
dIe. Then the relief valve opens
lent oil and limit maximum oil
;sure until engine returns to idle
. lower rpm.
fehicle manufacturers have tradi.ally recommended a minimum of

psi of oil pressure for every 1,000
I of engine speed. Using these
abers, most stock engines don't
,d any more than 50 to 60 psi of
pressure. With tighter bearing
llances, pressure goes up reqUlfless flow from the pump and less
asibc horsepower loss to drive the
pump.
In racing applications, the old
1001 of thought was more oil pres'e was needed to keep the engine
led. That's true if bearing clear' es aTe loosened up. But most
~ ne builders today tighten clear,es so less oil flow is needed to
untain adequate oil pressure. This
proach increases the horsepower
tput because less power is needed
drive the pump at high rpm.
According to various sources, a
ock oil pump is usually more than
equate for modified stock block
rformance engines. NASCAR
gines typically get by just fine with
more than 50 psi of oil pressure at
DOO rpm! Some top fuel dragster
,d funny car engines me set up so
e oil pump will dump excessive oil
essure at high rpm so more power
II be routed to the rear wheels.

flow and pressure for better beaTing
lubrication and cooling, an oil pump
with longer or laTger gears may be
installed. The physically larger surface aTea of the gears pushes more
oil through the pump at the same
rpm as a stock pump. A high volume
oil pump typically flows 20 to 25
percent more oil than a stock pump.
The increase in oil flow pl'Oduces an
increase oil pressure at idle, which
helps compensate for increased
beaTing clearances. Consequ ently,
some people may install a high volume pump in a high mileage engine
in an attempt to restore normal oil
pressure. But oil isn't metal, and the
only real cure for low oil pressure is
to replace worn bemings and restore
nOllnal clearances.

High pressure oil pumps are

The spring loaded relief valve opens
when the oil pressure reaches its limit.

another option. A high pressure pump
contains a stiffer relief valve spring
that does not open until a higher pressure is reached (75 psi or higher). The
actual flow rate of a high pressure
pump may be no different than a

i gh Volume/Pressure
In applications where more oil
) w is desired either to increase oil
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stock pump, or it may be higher if
longer gears are used. Either way, the
pump will increase the system oil
pressure reading at high rpm when
the pump is working hard, but it won't
have any effect on idle pressure when
the pump is turning slowly.
A high volume or high pressure
oil pump may be recommended in
engines where bearing clearances

pattern that is most noticeable on the
outlet gear side. Regrinding the face
of the plate smooth can restore end
play tolerances between the plate
and gears but it can't compensate for
wear in the housing. Deep scratches
or grooves worn into the sides of the

housing will leak oil and reduce the
pump's ability to move oil.
In the case of front cover oil

lJigh- Volume Oil Pump: The larger gears push more oil at the same engine rpm as a
stock pump. A high volume pump flows 20-25 pe,cent mo," oil than stock. (photos
courtesy of Schumann s Sales & Service)

are looser than normal, in engines
where an auxiliary external oil cool-

er has been added to improve oil
cooling, and in racing engines where

a oil accu mulator has been installed.

Rebuild or Replace?
When a high mileage engine is
being remanufactured, you have the
option of rebuilding or replaci ng the
oil pump. No engine builder in their
right mind is going to risk a warranty
return by reusing a worn pump in a
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rebuilt engine, so most simply
replace the pump. According to
Melling Engine Parts, a major supplier of oil pumps and repair kits,
most engine builders today replace
pu mps rather than rebuild them
because installing a new pump is
quicker, easier and less risky.
Replacing the gears in a twin-gear
pump can restore gear-ta-gear clear-

ances but not gear-to-housing clearances. The end plate that covers the
pump often develops a heavy wear

pumps on overhead cam engines, the
pump turns at engine rpm and generates more flow at idle than crankcase
mounted pumps. Consequently,
when the pump becomes worn it isn't
always necessary to replace the
entire cover assembly - provided the
pump housing inside the cover isn't
worn or damaged. A new dri ve gear

can be mounted on the cranks haft
and a new rotor installed in the cover

to restore normal oil pressure. This
approach can usually save you 50
percent or more over replacing the
entire cover assembly.
In cases wh ere an engine has

experienced a bearing failure or any
oth er kind of internal failure that
puts debri s into the crankcase, the
oil pump should always be replaced .
Another item that should always
be replaced (but often isn't) is the
pi ckup tube and screen. Pickups are
difficult to clean and can hide debris
that may damage a new pump or the
the engine.
www.engine-builder.com

You should also attach a yellow or
red tag on the engi ne warning the
installer to prime the oil system with
a pressurized oiler before cranking
or allempting to strut the engine. Oil
tends to drain off bearing surfaces
when an engine sits for more than a
week or so without running. So if an
CAUSES OF LOW OIL PRESSURE

The last thing anyone wants to
see is a low oil pressure reading
on a newly rebuilt engine. Besides
being noisy, low oil pressure
increases the risk of bearing,
ca mshaft and valvetrain failure.
Possible causes include:
-Excessive main and rod bearing clearances (someone may
have installed the wrong sized
bearings or standard sized bearin gs on a reground crankshaft).
Only .00,.. of extra clearance in
the main bearings can reduce oil
pressure up to 20 percent!
-Excessive camshaft bearing
cleara nces (a bearing may have
slippe d out of place when the cam
w as installed).
-Excessive clearances inside
the oil pump.
-Leaks between the oil pump
and engine.
-Oil pump relief valve stuck
open or installed backwards.
-A loose or mispositioned oil
pickup tube (too high in oil pan).
-A defective oil pressure sending unit or oil pressure gauge.
-Low oil level in the oil pan.
-Cracks or leaks in oil galleries
or gallery plugs.
-Cracked oil pump housing
(impro per installation).
-Oil viscosity too thin for hot
weather.
-Oil visc osity too thick for cold
weath er.

engine has been sitting in a warehouse for a month or more before it is

installed in a vehicle, you can bet the
bearings are going to be dry unless
they were precoated with a longlived assembly lube.
On older engines with distributor
driven oil pumps, the engine can be
primed by using a drill to spin the oil
pump shaft · through the distributor
hole. But on engines with no distributor or those with oil pumps inside
the front cover, this isn't possibl e.
Feeding pressurized oil into the main
oil gallery through the oil pressure
sending unit fitting will route oil to all
the critical areas inside the engine
and eliminate the risk of scuffing the
bearings when it is first started.

mostat, it's common to s ee only

about 10 to 15 psi of oil pressure at
idle on the oil pressure gauge which is not very reassuring. So
we're minimizing clearances to

in February. "Our goal is to create a

reduce pumping losses and to maximize oi l flow at idle.
"Another problem with most
relief valves is that the side of the
valve as well as the end is exposed
to oil pressure. This produces a
sideways thrust that can cause the
valve to hang up halfway in the
bore . Our relief valves are
redesigned so pressure is only
applied to the end of the valve."

quality program that will grow at its
own rate, probably one pump a

Schuman n
said
impro ving
machining accuracy and reducing

New Oil Pump Program
Vern Schumann of Schumann's
Sales & Service in Blue Grass, lA,
said his company is launching a
brand new oil pump program that
will be sold under the Manley brand
name. The new Une will eventually
include twelve of the most popular
oil pumps, starting with four pumps

month," said Schumann.

tooth-to-tooth tolerances and gear-

"Our first appli cations will be for
small block Chevy V8s and short
deck 289/302 Windsor Ford V8s.
The numbers are 55, 55HV (high
volume), 55HV Racing, and 68."
Schumann said one of the advantages of launching an entirely new
pump program from scratch is that
he is not locked into any existing
designs. Consequently, gear tolerances and relief pressures can be
optimized for the aftermarket.
"Our 55 pump, for example, will
have a kick out pressure of 60 psi,
whi ch is on the hi gh end of the
specifications. When engines are

to-housing tolerances maximizes oil

rebu ih , c us tomers never complain
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about too much oil pressure. They
typicall y complain about too little
oil pressure. On s mall block
Chevys wi th hot thin oil in the
crankcase and a 200 degree ther-

pressure at idle. "Something else
you have to watch is the fini sh on
the pedestal pads because this
affects the end play of the pump
gears. You don't want any chatter
marks on the pads because it will
increase end play and cause a loss
of pressure. Our pumps have .002#
of end play and will stay that way
because there are no chatter marks
to wear away."

As for pricing, Schumann said his
pumps will be competitively priced
somewhere between the old DynaGear
prices and those of the other major
aftermru'ket suppUers. EB
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